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Welcome aboard the first book focusing exclusively on PL/SQL techniques, through Oracle 11g. These techniques are tried-tested-true, yet do not compromise performance. You’ll find coverage of all types of scenarios, starting from design to coding and testing to debugging and tuning. PL/SQL is more than just a 3GL sequel to SQL; instead it can be used as a methodology for application development using Oracle. The techniques covered here have a broader scope, in applications ranging from OLTP to OLAP and from data warehousing to business intelligence. The world of PL/SQL is exciting and this book provides a repository of techniques for PL/SQL developers and DBAs alike. This book takes you beyond the existing solutions found in other professional and reference texts or in online documentation. Starting from PL/SQL internals that include PL/SQL program structure, internal representation, compilation, and execution, users are taught PL/SQL concepts and techniques that go way beyond SQL, such as data structure management, error management, data management, application management, and transaction management. It covers the practical “how-to” techniques of applying these PL/SQL concepts in live projects and elaborates on various PL/SQL frameworks, the integration of PL/SQL with Java, and Web-enabling PL/SQL. The last two chapters on PL/SQL tuning and debugging and PL/SQL coding standards contain comprehensive coverage of performance-enhancing techniques and PL/SQL coding standards that can’t be found in anywhere else. All techniques include examples and hands-on code, as well as tips and coding standards. The companion CD-ROM includes all the source code for the examples in the book.     

       About the Author

Lakshman Bulusu is an experienced Oracle Professional with more than 15 years of extensive experience in software management, design, and development using Oracle and its related technologies, including PL/SQL and Java. He’s the author of Oracle Developer Forms Techniques and Oracle and Java Development, Oracle9i PL/SQL: A Developer’s Guide, and Oracle Programming FAQ. He holds an Oracle Masters credential and an OCP certifi cation from Oracle Corporation, and is a double honors graduate in computer science and engineering and mathematics. He has presented at numerous international and national conferences on Oracle and its tools and published articles in various technical magazines and journals in the United States and the United Kingdom. Currently, as a Technical Manager for Software Development at Genex Technologies, he oversees the management, design, and development of mission-critical Oracle projects for major clients across the U.S., Europe, and Asia.
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iBooks and ePeriodicals on the iPad: The Mini Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	iBooks and ePeriodicals on the iPad: The This Mini Missing Manual takes you down the virtual rows of Apple's iBookstore, to help you find, buy, download, read, and navigate ebooks and subscribe to magazine and newspapers on your iPad.


	This Mini Missing Manual takes you down the virtual rows of Apple's iBookstore, to help...
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The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Physics (Oxford Handbooks)Oxford University Press, 2013

	This Oxford Handbook provides an overview of many of the topics that currently engage philosophers of physics. It surveys new issues and the problems that have become a focus of attention in recent years. It also provides up-to-date discussions of the still very important problems that dominated the field in the past.
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The Uncertain WebO'Reilly, 2014

	
		What’s the best way to develop for a Web gone wild? That’s easy. Simply scrap the rules you’ve relied on all these years and embrace uncertainty as a core tenet of design. In this practical book, veteran developer Rob Larsen outlines the principles out what he calls The Uncertain Web, and shows you techniques...
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Flash Cinematic Techniques: Enhancing Animated Shorts and Interactive StorytellingFocal Press, 2010

	Apply universally accepted cinematic techniques to your Flash projects to improve the storytelling quotient in your entertainment, advertising (branding), and educational media. A defined focus on the concepts and techniques for production from story reels to the final project delivers valuable insights, time-saving practical tips, and...
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The Art of Rigging + DVD: A Definitive Guide to Character Technical Direction with Alias Maya (Volume 2)CG Toolkit, 2006

	Every high-quality animated production begins with an idea and ends with a series of rendered frames. Getting
	from the idea, to the finished product, involves many different stages that are often handled by various specialists
	throughout a studio.


	Each step along the way contributes to the final image in some way. The concept...
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Structured Finance: Techniques, Products and Market (Springer Finance)Springer, 2005
In recent years, financial engineering has developed new ways of financing deals based primarily on the capacity of the operations to generate sufficient cash for the repayment of loans or bonds. The business of structured finance has then become an interesting business area for non-financial companies, investment and commercial banks and...
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